
 

1. Purchase a Participating TV with any Participating Soundbar or Sound Tower 

(‘Participating Products’ see full list: 

(https://www.samsung.com/au/offer/home-theatre-cashback/terms/) in the 

same transaction between 9:00 AM (AEST) 4th July 2022 and 11:59 PM (AEST) 

3rd October 2022 on the https://www.samsung.com/au/ or at a participating 

reseller (Participating Reseller)(Harvey Norman, JB Hi-Fi, The Good Guys, Bing 

Lee, Betta Home Living, Samsung Australia, retraVision, appliances online 

legendary service). 

 

2.  Send an email to members.au@samsung.com “ATTN: Samsung Silky The 

Complete Home Theatre Experience” with your online order number or receipt 

from participating resellers of the Participating Products purchase in the same 

transaction 

3. Receive a unique 15% discount voucher code to be used for their next 

purchase on the Samsung Online Store (shop.samsung.com/au/) only, 

excluding Samsung Education Store, Samsung Business, Samsung Enhanced 

Partnership Portals and Samsung Government (“Discount Code”). 

4. Visit the Samsung Online Store https://www.samsung.com/au/ to purchase 

ANY Samsung product from the Audio Visual Range/ Home Appliances Range/ 

Air conditioner Range (excluding accessories such as wall mounts, remote 

controls, One Connect cables etc./ Water Filter, Laundry Stacking Kit, Vacuum 

Cleaner Batteries etc.))(“Participating Product”) and apply the unique Discount 

Code in cart during the Promotional Period to redeem your Samsung Members 

Additional 15% off the advertised price. 

 

1. The promotion commences at 9:00AM (AEST) on Monday 4th July 2022, and 

closes at 11:59pm (AEST) on Monday, 3rd October 2022 (“Promotional Period”) 

unless withdrawn earlier. 

2. Offer available to Australian residents who are aged 18 years and over and 

who are members of Samsung Members with a registered Samsung Account. 

3. This Promotion is not open to companies, businesses, commercial ventures, 

organisations or anyone acting on their behalf. Employees (and the immediate 

family members) of agencies/companies directly associated with the conduct 

of this Promotion, the Promoter, its distributors, suppliers, subsidiary 

companies/businesses and associated companies and agencies are not eligible 
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to enter. "Immediate family member" means any of the following: spouse, ex-

spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child (whether natural or by adoption), 

parent, step-parent, grandparent, step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, 

nephew, brother, sister, step-brother, step-sister or 1st cousin.   

4. Discount Code valid for the Participating Products only.  

5. Purchase must be made on the Samsung Online Store only 

(https://shop.samsung.com/au/) and excludes the Samsung Education Store, 

Samsung Business, Samsung Enhanced Partnership Portals and Samsung 

Government. Discount Code provided by Samsung Members must be applied 

to the cart during the Promotional Period in order to redeem the offer. 

6. Limit One Discount Code per Samsung Account. Discount Code is valid for a 

single transaction only. Individuals may only redeem this offer once on a 

single Participating Product.  

7. Offer redeemable in conjunction with the up to $2000 Cash Back offer 

(https://www.samsung.com/au/offer/home-theatre-cashback/terms/) but it 

not available in conjunction with any other offer unless otherwise advised. 

Subject to stock availability at the time of purchase. 

8. Discounts are not transferable, exchangeable or redeemable for cash, and may 

not be resold, redistributed or remarketed.  

9. The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of any entry 

and entrants (including a claimant’s identity, contact number and place of 

residence etc.) using all other information available to the Promoter, and to 

disqualify any entrant who submits an entry that is not in accordance with 

these Terms and Conditions or who tampers with the entry process. The 

Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not 

constitute a waiver of those rights 

10. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions is intended to exclude, restrict or 

modify any consumer rights under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 

(Cth) ("CCA") or any other legislation which may not be excluded, restricted or 

modified by agreement. If the CCA or any other legislation implies a condition, 

warranty or term into the Terms and Conditions or provides statutory 

guarantees in connection with these Terms and Conditions, in respect of goods 

and services supplied (if any), the Promoter's liability for breach of such a 

condition, warranty, other term or guarantee is limited to (at the Promoter's 

election), to the extent it is able to do so: (a) in the case of supply of goods, the 

Promoter doing any one or more of the following: (i) replacing the goods or 

supplying equivalent goods; (ii) repairing the goods; (iii) paying the cost of 

replacing the goods or of acquiring equivalent goods; and/or (iv) paying the 

cost of having the goods repaired; or (b) in the case of supply of services, the 

Promoter doing either or both of the following: (i) supplying the services 

again; and/or (ii) paying the cost of having the services supplied again 

11. Offers subject to Samsung Terms of Sale and Samsung Account Terms and 

Conditions. 
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Samsung (or third parties on its behalf) may collect personal information to conduct 

the Promotion and disclose such information to third parties for this purpose, 

including agents, contractors, service providers and offer suppliers. Validity of an 

Eligible Entry is conditional on providing this information. Some of these entities may 

be located outside Australia, including in Singapore, Korea and the Philippines. 

Entrants acknowledge that by consenting to this disclosure, Samsung is not obliged 

to take reasonable steps to ensure overseas recipients do not breach Australian 

privacy law. All entrants consent to their personal information being collected and 

stored for this purpose in accordance with Samsung’s privacy policy available at 

www.samsung.com/au, which forms part of these T&Cs. 

Samsung Electronics Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 002 915 648) 

3 Murray Rose Avenue, Sydney Olympic Park NSW 2127, Australia 

Promotional Support:  

Email: members.au@samsung.com 

Phone: N/A

 

 

 

 

 


